VIRTUAL AMENDED MEETING
AGENDA
May 27, 2021 - 3:00 P.M.

Website:  https://www.okmedicalboard.org

For public links to view meeting and access meeting materials click below:
https://www.okmedicalboard.org/therapeutic_recreation_specialists/notebook

This virtual regular meeting is being held consistent with the amendments to the Open Meeting Act, 25 O.S.2011, § 301 et seq, signed into law by Governor Stitt on February 10, 2021. The Committee may discuss, vote to approve, vote to disapprove, vote to table, change the sequence of any agenda item, or vote to strike or not discuss any agenda item.

Committee Members participating via Zoom:
        Tim Passmore, Ed.D, Chair, via videoconference
        Angela Roberts, TRS, via videoconference
        Michelle Higgins, TRS, via videoconference
        Katie Hernandez, TRS, via videoconference
        Ms. Rendy Janssen, via videoconference

1. Determination of Quorum and Call to Order
2. Revision, discussion and possible action – Minutes of August 20, 2020
3. Review, discussion and possible action on the following personal appearance(s):
   • BRILLIT JULIA-GOMEZ, applicant, Therapeutic Recreation Specialist (potentially practicing without a license)
   • MADISON FELLERS, applicant, Therapeutic Recreation Specialist (potentially practicing without a license)
   • MIRANDA McKEE, applicant, Therapeutic Recreation Specialist (late renewal)
4. Review, discussion and possible action on the following incomplete application(s) for licensure as Therapeutic Recreation Specialist:
5. New business - "New business", as used herein, shall mean any matter not known about or that could not have been reasonably foreseen prior to the required time of posting
6. Adjournment
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INCOMPLETE TRS APPLICATIONS
TRS 238    WAXMAN, KATHLEEN SUSAN
TRS 240    SASSIN, JESSIE JO CAULEY
TRS 241    DICK, LAUREN MACKENZIE

COMPLETE TRS APPLICATION
TRS 239    FREY, JENELLE